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CONSISTENCY AMONC DIFFERENTIAL NUCLEAR DATA
AND INTEGRAL OBSERVATIONS: THE ALVIN CODE FOR DATA ADJUSTMENT.

FOR SENSITIVITY CALCULATIONS, AND FOR IDENTIFICATION OF INCONSISTENT DATA

by

0. R. Harris, V. A. Reupke, ana w. *. Wllaon

ABSTRACT

Successful nuclear design requlrea adequate prediction of integral design param-
etera, and thla In tuts* require* an adequate differencial nuclear data bale. Data
base* that apparently pert;; reduced blase* and design marglrs have been developed by
a) least squares adjust sen t of differential data or b) trlal-and-f.rror selection from
alternative evaluated data sets. Criticisms and defensea of such procedures are dis-
cussed, tfc relate useful data adjustment to consistency of the combined differencial-
Integral data set, and we describe consistency teats related to least squares adjust-
ment procedures. We suggest an approach to data adjustment that Is contingent on con-
sistency analysis. A FORTRAN code ALVIN has been developed to narry out the Indicated
data consistency and adjustment calculations, and to compute required sensitivities of
Integral paraaeters to nuclear data changes. The sensitivity aodulea of ALVIN arc val-
idated by computing with two distinct oethoda the eross-seetlon sensitivity profile for
neutron penetration through a ch'rk Iron shield. The data conxlstency and adjustsent
Modules DAFT2 (for arbitrary varlancc-covarlance data) and BAFT3 (for differencial date
base of arbitrary size uncorrelkted with Integral data) are validated by comparing their
results for a set of data for three 7.FR critical!.

1.

Successful nuclear design req- .res adequate pre-

diction of a number of Integral d#*lgn parameters,

•tanng the«« are reactivity worths energy deposition

rates, nuclldc transmutation ritet., radiation doses,

and Rosel-a. Adequate prediction of Integral design

quantities requires, in turn, a recognizably ade-

quate nuclear data base. Massive programs for meas-

urement and analysis of differential and integral

nuclear data have been devoted to this objective,

and the end is not yet in sight.

In the meantime, "improved" nuclear data bases

have been Achieved, apparently permitting reduced

design blsaes and margins, through a) data adjust-

ment by least squares techniques, or b) trlal-and-

error selection among alternative data sets. Data

adjustment or selection is carried out so as to im-

prove agreement between calculations and measure-

ments made on as-built nuclear devices and in spe-

cial experiments devised to resemble them. Many

workers have contributed to this development.

It Is generally supposed that the data adjustment

or selection Is not simply compensating for the sys-

tematic errors In computational technique; Instead,

errors in calculation are assumed to be driven down

or allowed for as a result of numerical experimenta-

tion or as a reaulr. of comparison with very accurate

aethods such as continuous energy Monte Carlo.

Critic* of data adjustment and selection strat-

egies emphasize that forced but unphyslcal changes

in data may yield improved agreement with available

Integral observations, but may worsen agreement with

unmeasured, and frequently more important, Integral

design parauetcrs. Advocates of data adjustment or

selection respond that differential data are not now

and possibly will never be measured to the accuracies

required and Inferrable from good Integral meaaure-

sents. Other arguments have been put forth on both

sides of the controversy. In any case, the strategy

chosen by a nuclear design organization to deal with



inadequacies in the nuclear data baaa la of suffi-

dant conaaquanca that tha cholca la made deliber-

ately and tha reaultlng adjuatad or aelected data

base often Is protected.

Here we suggest an approach having potential

not confined solely to tha daalgn organization, and

we deacrlbe a computer program, ALV1N, to implement

and test the approach. We aaauaa tha axlatence of

an evaluated nuclear data file, specifically ENDF/B,

containing carefully analyzed and selected integral

data as well as differential data, and containing

for these quantities evaluated variance and covarl-

ance data as well. The combined flrat and second

moment differential and Integral data set, or a par-

ticularly significant part of the data set, flrat

Is tested for consistency in the statistical chi-

squared sense. (Consistency tests are discussed in

Sec. II-A.) If the data are consistent, there can

be no objection to adjusting the differential data

to improve agreement of predictions with the inte-

gral observations. (Data adjustment la discussed

In Sec. II-B.) When conaiatancy has been establish-

ed, data adjustment la unlikely to distort unreal-

lstically the differential data baaa. If, on

the other hand, the combined differential-Integral

data set is dearly Inconsistent, data adjustment

may be questionable and it might be more profitable

to use expedients such as dealgn biases until the

source of the inconsistency la identified and re-

solved .

The next step is to identify the source of the

inconsistency, and this also is discussed in Sec.

II-A. If the inconsistency arista from over-opti-

mism as to the accuracy of Integral data, this re-

sult ia of great intereat to designers in treating

daalgn biases and margins. Mora likely there ere a

number of sources of Inconsistency. Consistency

testa applied to the unadjuated data aet provide de-

tails of discrepancies only in particular integral

data. For corresponding details of Inconsistencies

in particular differential data, the necaittry tech-

niques are formally the same as data adjustment by

.least squares. Intuitively, one is looking for

critical directions in tha combined space of inte-

gral and differential parameters for which reduction

of the least squares functional forces the point rep-

resenting the data set to move far beyond reasonable

probability. Thus we are led to data adjustment for

analysis of consistency as well as for the achieve-

ment of an Improved data base.

The ALVIN code provides the computational cap-

ability for this approach. Consistency and adjust-

ment procedurea used In the code are described in

Sec. II, while necessary sensitivity calculations

are described in Sec. III. Programming techniques

are outlined in Sec. IV, and a code abstract ia In-

cluded as Appendix A. The data consistency and ad-

justment module, DAFT2, is adapted from a previous
28

code, DAFT1. Sample problems are deacribed in

Sec. V and Appendixes C, D, E, and F. Code valida-

tion is carried out in terms of the sample problems

by carrying out required calculations in distinct

ways, then comparing the results. Data for three

2PR assemblies provide the sample problem for the

data consistency and adjustment portions of ALVIN.

The sample problem for the sensitivity parta of the

code Is one for which a biological doss equivalent

la produced by D-Be neutrons penetrating a thick

iron shield. Input and output are described in Sec.

VI. Capabilities and limitations of ALVIN are sum-

marized in Sec. VII.

II. CONSISTENCY TESTS AND DATA ADJUSTMENT

Group cross sections, particle and photon yield

data, and other differential data In a nuclear data

library will be represented by x,,x,,...,x#, where J,

the number of differential parameters, may be of or-

der 10 to 10 . Integral parameters y1.y2
 vj

such as reactivity worths and reaction rate ratios

are computed as functions of the primary parameters

y1(x1,x2,...,x,) for 1-1,2,...,t, or yt(x) in a con-

venient notation. Here 1, the number of Integral

parameters,usually ia of order 10 or 10 . From a

combination of measurements, corrections, and analy-

aea one arrlvea at "evaluated" observed values x',

x',...,xf and yj.yj.•••,y»- Usually the evalu&ced

observed values of the Integral parameters dc not

equal the values of the integral parameters calcu-

lated using the evaluated data baa* x*. Thac ia, y*

Other data might include xj representing a nuclear
temperature characteristic of inelastic neutron,
emission as suggested by D. W. Huir. As another
example, Xi might be a mixing parameter such that
the cross section is xjOa +• (l-xj)ob, where oa and
at, are alternative physically reasonable evaluations
of the cross section.



differs from y.(x ). In dealing with this discrep-

ancy, we assume that numerical experimentation has

shown It to be a result of errors in differential

uata, or integral data, or both, and not a result of

inadequate computational techniques.

A. Tests for Consistency among Differential and
Integral Data

The data may be discrepant in that y^ * y ^ x 6 ) ,

but at the same time they may be consiscent in view

of uncertainties In measurement and evaluation. The

combined set of differential and integral parameters

may be consistent in that their values could reason-

ably have been drawn from an assigned joint proba-

bility distribution. To test for consistency we
29

frame the so-called simple null hypothesis that

the populations are normal with the evaluated means,

variances, and covariances. We then draw a sample

from the population and compute values for one or

more statistics. The values thus obtained permit

a decision tr accept or reject the hypothesis &' a

certain level of confidence.

Consider initially the quadratic form

i'-l

y, (1)

yywhere yyV is the evaluated matrix of variances and

covariances among the evaluated integral parameters.

That is,
ii1

represents the evaluated variance

of y if i • i' and the evaluated covarlance of y^

with y^, if i i V. Under the simple null hypothesis
2

we expect S. to be distributed as a X" distribution
2

with t degrees of freedom, symbolized as x?. Here

the values y (x ) are calculated outside ALVIN and

are regarded as sample values from the multlvarlate

normal distribution with meant; y^ and evaluated var-

iance-covarlance matrix ^V. For example, for the

case described in Sec. V-A, t Is 24 and S, is found

to be 503. For the X2& distribution the value of

503 Is far outside the 1/5 probability limits (there

is a 15! probability that \?, is less than 10.7 and

a IZ probability that x ^ exceeds 43.0). Thus the

simple null hypothesis is rejected at the "highly

significant" level of IS. We take this to imply

that the combined set of means, variances, and co-

variances for the evaluated parameter set Is highly

inconsistent.

In practice the Integral observations usually

are considered to be Independent (when common quan-

tities like delayed neutron fraction are removed

from quantities like reactivity worth observation).

The quadratic form then becomes

(2)

1-1

where V represents the evaluated variance for

the evaluated integral parameter y*. The Individual

contribution of each integral parameter to the value

of S^ is evident and is distributed as a Xj distri-

bution with one degree of freedom according to the

hypothesis. Thus deviant Integral data can be Iden-

tified under the initial hypothesis. However, no

information has been obtained as to the consistency

of particular differential data with this procedure.

To examine the consistency of the combined dif-

ferential and integral data, consider the quadratic

form

(3)

subject to the requirements that

e'x, - 1-1.2,....1. (4)



The weight matrix W in tha quadrature form will be

taken to be the inverse of the matrix V of evaluated

variance* and covarlancea among the evaluated dif-

ferent icl and Integral parameters. yyW will repre-

sent the partition corresponding to the integral pa-

rameter! , X XW w'dl represent chat for the differen-

tial parameter*, and ^ H will represent that for

both. The matrices V and K are symmetric.

Different samples of differencial and Integral

data will yield differing sample values of S,. At

the evaluated point x « x , used In the preceding

initial teats, S. resembles S,. If we minimize S,

by adjusting the combined data set to x • x*, then

the sample value of S2 Is also distributed as Xj-

We can ask if the data set Is consistent after ad-

justment by examining the new value of S,. In the

previous example S, is found to be 108 but remains

Improbably large. Data adjustment may be risky in

such cases. Nevertheless, we can examine the con-

tribution to S2 of residuals x?-x* in order to Iden-

tify potentially deviant differencial or Integral

daca. The least squares adjustment process here is

looked upon as a device to identify anomalies In the

connected network of differential and integral data.

Thus we are ltd to consider data adjustment, both

for its role in the strategy of data improvement

outlined in Sec. I, and for determination of data

consistency.

Before discussing data adjustment ic is useful

to touch briefly on the normal approximation and on

the linearity of Eq. (4).

Our consistency testa assume that the popula-

tions are normal, an assumption often made by eval-

uators in arriving at the eveluaced variances and

covarlancea. Hence, the aaaumed normality and the

evaluated data values are related, and It is natural

to have them appear together in the consistency

teets. Nevertheless, the aeaumption of normality

may be lnedequate.

Linear expressions relate calculated Integral

parameters to differential parameters In Eq. (•) for

convenience and because 3y1/3x. is easily calculated

by perturbetion techniques, while higher derivatives

are not. The computation of yi(x) and 3y1/'»x. Is

discussed In detell In Sec. III. He note here only

that the computation of Sy^/Sx. for J-1,2 J is

carried out in a single calculation whan, ae In

ALVIN, linear perturbation theory it used for the

derivatives.

B. Nuclear Data Adjustment

Many groups have Investigated and applied varl-
27

oua adjustment techniques to nuclear data. One

might, aa in other disciplines. Introduce coat fac-

tors C,, which represent the cost to the design of

an error in predicting y« In the sense that the ov-

erall dcelgn penalty la a function of the C1 and of

the deviations |y<~y^! from unknown true valuca y..

In the absence of a more realistic penalty function,

the nuclear deaigner might use differential data

sets adjusted to minimize

,<*> - v* (5)

i-l

This strategy, however, does not reflect uncertain-

ties in determination of the differential and inte-

gral data. Moreover, it does not respond to the ob-

jection that to decrease one set of design blesee

may increase others for which lntcgrel observations

are sparse. Most investigators have ueed a clxed

atrategy that attempts to Improve the beslc data aet

as well as the Integral results, or at least does

not seriously degrade the differential data. Barrl,

Chaudat, and others ' have adjusted the differen-

tial data in multlgroup form so aa to minimize

(6)

1-1

as In Eq. (2), but subject to constraint*

bJ ' J ' i f 2 J

Conversely, Cecchini et al. minimize the sum of

squared residuals for the differential data,

(8)

J-l

subject to constraints

British, Israeli, and other groups13'''8'21 have mini-

mized the general quadratic form, Eq. (3). assuming



correlations to be negligible, whereas Swedish 0 > 1 1> 1 2 dividing by their evaluated values. Let

for k-1,2 1
and Japanese ' groups and others have included

some correlations. It appears that correlations in

the differential data30'31 ohou.ld be included.16

Finally, linear programming techniques have been em-
25

ployed to minimize

1

"3
1-1

subject to constraints

and

Sri

, 1=1,2,...,!

J-i,2 J

(11)

(12)

Where bounds are required in Eqs. (6)-(12) they are

usually taken to be one or two times standard devi-

ations.

We choose to use the least squares approach,

minimizing the quadratic form in Eg. (3), because of

the connection of this technique with consistency

tests. Bounds are nor. placed on changes of differ-
2 9

enttal data during adjustment. ' When the Integral

parameters are assumed to be linearly dependent on

the differential data, as Is expressed In Eq. (A),
32

it is not necessary to iterate to convergence in

order to compute adjustments. Thus the data adjust-

ment subroutines UAFT2 and DAFT3 (ro be described)
28

are simpler than DAFT1, but their notation and

coding techniques are otherwise similar. DAFT2 ad-

justs data and computes diagnostics in the general

case when differential and integral parameters may

be correlated; matrices of order at least 5 x 5 are

inverted in this case. DAFT3 computes the same

quantities, but requires inversion only of 1 x 1

matrices by use of a special technique described in

Sec. II-B-2. This technique is only applicable when

the differential data are uncorrelated with the in-

tegral data, but it permits simultaneous adjustment

of arbitrarily large differential data libraries.

1. Data Adjustment with Full Correlations —

DAFT2. It Is convenient conceptually and for cod-

ing purposes to form the union of the differencial

and Integral parameters and to normalize them by

yk(>;)/y*

(13)

for

Similarly, the primary quantities Co be adjusted are

transformed to

X, - x./x" for j-1,2,...,} (14)
J' j

i represent the evaluated variance for the

, or the evaluated

if kfk'. Note that

evaluated parameter Z, if k«k', or the evaluated

covariance between zf and

Let r e P r e s e n t t h e

matrix with elements

matrix

zz'

Z?'v
kk., and form the weight

(15)

This matrix is partitioned only to relate to

the partitioned matrices appearing in Eq. (3); DAFT2

makes no assumptions requiring partitioning, such as

that "W vanishes. The Gauss-Markov theorem shows

that for this choice of weight matrix, the variances

are minimized for any linear combinations of the ad-

justed parameters; thus the variances on derived in-

tegral quantities are minimized as well. When norm-

al distributions are assumed, as is done for our

consistency tests, this is a maximum-likelihood esti-

mate as well.2 9' 3 3

The quadratic form to be minimized Is, from

Eq. (3),

S2 - [Z(X) - Z
e ] t r ZZ*K[Z(X) - Ze] . (16)

Here Z and Z are column vectors with elements Z.

and ones, respectively. The linear relations, Eq.

(4), between differential and integral quantities

are transformed to

J

(17)



where

yk(X*)/y£ £or k-1,2 1

1 for k-t+1 ft , Q8)

and

for k-1,2 1 and J-1,2 J

for k-1+1 ft and J-1,2,...,5 . (19)

and

kJ yk(xe) fixj

for k - 1 , 2 , . . . , t and j - 1 , 2 , . . . , 5 . (20)

The D matrix is the matrix of computed relative sen-

sitivities. The normal equation* to be solved are

ft ft 5

k«l k'-l

with solution

J"1>2 ?

J

j'-l
,J -

Here

k»l k'-l

for J-1,2 J , (23)

This aymbollao follows chat in DAFT1 and is used in

coding DAFT2. Now that the »dJusted values of the

dlffercntiel parameters have been obtained, the as-

Justed vslues of the Integral parameters develop

from Eq. (17),

Y? - v*/v* - v <xai/v*

(25)

J-l

CThe matrix C it the matrix of variance* and

covarlancea among the adjusted quantities as derived

72'
from the input evaluated uncercainty matrix V,
but it does not reflect the actual dispersion in the

29 3J
data. Hence it is customary, ' in obtaining che

variance-covarlance for the normalized adjusted data,

to multiply by S?/!, a "dispersion oultiplier," where

sf i* computed after adjuatment.

(26)

If S?/t la ltss than unity, it la replaced by unity

in ALVIK. Similarly, combining Eqs. (25) and (26),

on* obtain* the varlance-covariance matrix among the

adjusted integral quantities.

YY,M • A (27)

and the covariance matrix between adjusted Integral

and differencial quantities,

(28)

and

2. Adjustment or Arbitrarily Large Differential

Pata Set« — DAFT3. Daft 2 must invert one matrix

(V) of order (2 + J) x (£ + J) and ore matrix (C) of

order J x J. When 1, the number of differential

quantities in the library, la large, say 10 to 10 ,

che satrix inversion becomes a problem which la fre-

quently resolved by adjusting only part of the data

set. Had the adjustment been applied to another

k-l k ' - l

f o r j 'J ...J (24)



part of the library, the result uould he different.

ThiB matrix Inversion problem can be circumvented,

and arbitrarily large differential data sets adjusted

simultaneously vlten, as Is astiuned by cost groups,

the differential data are uncorrclated with the in-

tegral data.

Let V represent the evaluated variance-covar-

iuncj matrix for the evaluated integral quantities,

let V represent the evaluated variince-covariance

matrix for the differential quantities, and suppose

that the evaluated differential quantities are un-

cnrrelat«.»l with the evaluated integral quantities.

Vh ' weight matrix expressed by Eq. (IS) then has
, , YY,, YY.,-1 XX.. XX,.-1 . XY., npartitions W » V , V • v , and V " 0.
YX

Let A represent the upper 1 " J partition of the

A tivitrlx expressed by Eq. (19). That is, a compo-
YX ©

nent '\. "f this I * J natrix is Z(X )\,- The

adjusted values of the differential quantities are

obtained In this case from

... . xe . XX,, VXA

|YL -

-1

(29)

where the largest matrix to be inverted is only of

order 1 * 1 . The adjusted values of the Integral

quantities are obtained as herore from Eq. (25).

The variance-covariance matrix of the adjusted dif-

ferential quantities is

These derivatives can be expressed conveniently as

relative sensitivities (see Eq. (20)),

£ (3D

where both Integral values y,(x ) and derivatives

are computed for a given evaluated differential data

ser. x . Many workers also have contributed to this
34—A 5

developnent. We now describe computations of

relative sensitivities and derived quantities, such

as sensitivity profiles, from linear perturbation

theory using SENSI and related modules in ALVTN.

A. InhomoReneous Transport

The particle or photon flux iK£) at a point £

in phase-time space satisfies the inhomogeneous lin-

ear Boltzmann equation

- S (32)

where S(O is the local source density. The adjoint

flux 'J' (C) satisfies the adjoint equation

(33)

where S (£) is an adjoint source, and where L Is an

operator adjoint to the Boltzmann operator L. The

adjoint operator and boundary conditions on 'l> are

defined such that

-i
(34)

YX. (30)

and again a matrix of order only 1 x 1 oust be in-

verted. The variance-covariance matrix ^ M is ob-

tained from Eq. (26) by replacing C by \Ta, and

YYM and Y XM are computed as before from Eqs. (27)

and (28), respectively.

Because 1 usually Is much less than J, this

technique, coded as DAFT3, requires Inversion of

much smaller matrices than is the case for DAFT2.

III. SENSITIVITY CALCULATIONS

The calculations described in the previous

section required derivatives &y^/6x. of Integral

parameter i with respect to differential parameter J.

Here ($,x) symbolizes an inner product, in this case

just the Integral of <K£)X(€) over the relevant re-

gion of phase-time space.

Choose S (?) so that (S ,£) Is an integral

quantity of interest. Suppose that the operators

and sources change as might occur, for example, if

differential nuclear data are changed. T'.en

(L + 6L) ($ - S + 6S

and

(35)

(36)



When these results are combined, It follow! that the
cxact chang« &(S ,I)I) In the Integral quantity, even
for large changes In operators and sources, !•

(37)+ (c'S+,iJi +

tlon r. In multigroup g and in direction fl, with Le-

gendre expansions

(42)E
J-0

•JCE.fi) (43)

3*0

(38)

In addition to two other equivalent forms.

We now confine ourselves to the case of fixed

sources and small perturbations, I.e., to linear per-

turbation theory. In this ct»e, from Eq*. (37) and

(38),

- <-6tV.«) (39)

Further, consider the time-independent, one~sp«ce~

dimensional, multigroup situation for which the Bolts-

mann equation and its adjoint are

in terms of the Legendre polynomials, P,(u), of the

polar angle cosine u. The Legendre coefficients of

flux, i>., and adjoint flux *// ., are readily computed

from S.,, multigroup Monte Carlo, P,,, and diffusion

theory solutions, and their use eliminates the neces-

sity for determining consistent quadrature techniques

fer the inner product, so Legendre fluxes and adjoint

fluxes are utilized henceforth. In this case the in-

ner product expressions of Eqs. (37) and (38) become

S j-0

I,
~i 7-0

Sa(r.S) ,

(44)

8'

and

(40)

and

g J-0

i
g'-l J"0

(41)

for each multigroup g"l,2 g. Hera ^a(r,R) and

t|f (r,n) are tht adjoint flux, respectively, at posi-

for the chaage in the Integral quantity consequent to

changes In group cross sections. Thus for changes In



particular cross sections we obtain from either Eq.

(14) or (15) the results

(46)

These derivatives, of the form 3y./3x., complete-

ly characterize nuclear data sensitivities as comput-

ed by multigroup S , Monte Carlo, P , or diffusion

theory codes. Fission neutron production cross sec-

tions can be thought of as being absorbed in the

£ , arrays. The expressions, Eqs. (46) and (47),

do not require cross sections or values of (S ,iW,

i.e., y , so they represent a discrete calculation

which is carried out by a basic subroutine, SENSI,

in ALVIN. Legendre fluxes and adjoint fluxes are

read in (KFLUX=>1) by subroutine REDFLX, or are com-

puted (KFLIJX=2) by REDFLX from discrete ordinate

fluxed and adjoints. SENSI computes the inner pro-

duct in slab, spherical, or cylindrical geometry ac-

cording as KGEOM is 1,2, or 3, respectively. In

ALVIN the derivative 3(S+,I|J)/3Z is labeled DYDG(IG),

and 3(S+,iW/3ZJ, is labeled DYDL(IJ.IGI.IG). These

quantities can be normalized and stored into sensi-

tivity arrays for use in data adjustment.

If the inhomogeneous problem is time-dependent,

we merely add a time integral to the inner product,

add V"13*/3t to Eq. (40), add - to Eq. (41),

and note that these do not change when differential

multigroup datu are changed. Thus Eqs. (46) and

(47) apply also to the time-dependent case if the

right-hand sides are integrated over time. If

KTIMS - 1, the time integral is carried out in SENSI

by reading in fluxes and adjoints at ach time step,

executing Eqs. (46) and (47), multiplying by the

width of the time step, accumulating, and repeating

the operation for all time steps.

Two aspects of the adjoint source S are note-
+

worthy. First, 3uppose (S ,\j>) represents a detector

response or dose such that a response or dose per

unit monoenergetic flux is Z. over a volume V, ',

then we wish (S ,i|)) to equal V, t, i>Q if the angle

integrated flux iji- is uniform over the detector re-

gion. The inner product (S ,t|i) then is

JdfiJdr_S+(ft)iJi(n) or v
d e t S

+ ® * 0 in this case. Thus
the directed adjoint source S+(fi) is £de(.i but the

angle integrated source frequently input into trans-

port codes is 4ITE . .

Second, consider a time-dependent problem for

which the response of interest is the temperature

6(t ) at a time t , of a material of volume V , with
m m m

total heat capacity C, with a total heat transfer co-

efficient K to a reservoir, and subject to fission

heating. Let q represent the local energy deposi-
g

tion per fission in group g. Then

+K9

The solution to Eq. (48) is

(S ,lfi) - 6(t)

/«£/*/* .*"-'*

(48)

(49)

o B V

so the angle-integrated adjoint source is

(50)

in V and zero elsewhere,m Here we have used the

unit function U(T) which is unity for T > 0 and is

zero otherwise. Adjoint sources generally can be

constructed by this method.

B. Reactivity, Rossi-ct, and Other Eigenproblems

The transport operator L can be broken up in

many ways and for each there is an eigenproblem.

aL" (51)

Here i|> is the eigenfunction corresponding to eigen-

value a. For example, L" might be Che fission neu-

tron production operator, in which case I/a is the

multiplication factor. For another example, L"

might be in multigroup notation a square matrix unose

elements are zero except on the main diagonal where

the elements are inverse speeds, V~ . In this case,

a represents the Rossi-a parameter. For any partic-

ular breakup of the transport operator, there is a



set of eigenvalues and a corresponding set of el-

genfunctlons of which ordinarily only one, the fun-

damental, is real and non-negative. The fundamental

is usually the only eigenfunction computed by con-

ventional transport codes.

After nuclear data change, L becomes L + <5L,

and the eigenvalues and elgenfunctions change accord-

ingly,

(L1

(a + 6a) (L" + 6L")0l> + (52)

Subtracting Eq. (51) from Eq. (52) and linearizing,

ve leave

6aL'Mi

Adjoint to Eq. (51) is the relation

• (53)

(57)

(54)

and an Inner product with &i> is required. Often

in mathematical physics when an eigenfunction change

Is required it is expanded in a complete set of el-

genfunctlona. In the transport problem, however, we

are unlikely to have available any eigenfunctions

other than the fundamental.

Usachev has developed an iterative algorithm

for computation of Eq. (57) requiring repeated solu-

tion of the inhomogeneous transport equation. We

develop an alternative algorithm and suggest its use

in an appropriate way that only recmires knowledge

of the unperturbed flux and adjoint. Let ^r repre-

sent the solution to the inhomogeneous equation,

Lt+l|£ - S* . (58)

Insert this expression into Eq. (57) and apply the

adjoint property, Eq. (54). Then

with the adjoint boundary conditions described ear-

lier. Multiply Eq. (53) by i|> and Integrate over

phase space. The first terms on the right-hand side

of Eq. (53) contribute nothing in view of tha ad-

joint property expressed in Eq. (31), with the re-

sult that

V
- a6L"]*

(55)

(59)

V
The linearized Eq. (52) can be rearranged to provide

an iterative calculation of the nth approximation,

to the desired 6*.,IJJ .

6aL" -

The fundamental eigenvalue is an integral quan-

tity of considerable interest and according to Eq.

(55) its change can be computed using only the funda-

mencal eigenfunction and adjoint. A much more diffi-

cult situation arises when the Integral quantity of

interest is a ratio of reaction rates

+ aL"o

with starting condition Sty

(60)

0. This constitutes
a,u

an algorithm for computation of the required

under proper conditions of convergence. Hare we

terminate at n • 1, whereupon, approximately.

a,n

rq

(56) . (61)

both measured in the fundamental flux. In this case
T h e a b o v e aPProximation is not coded into thi. ver-

sion of ALVIN.

10



Returning to the eigenvalue perturbations, we

now apply the previously described techniques to de-

velop Che Inner products In Eq. (55) for Rossl-ot

and for reactivity perturbations. For Rossi-Ci,

(62)

and

azJ. E
g -*8

(63)

where

(64)

For reactivity perturbations, it Is convenient to

break up £ , into a scattering portion and a fis-

sion portion

£•*, - Zsi + v ,E. ,y , S± . (65)

Then,

(66)

and

3p

where

• f 6 8 )

Equations for sensitivities thus far have been

expressed as derivatives with respect to macroscopic

cross sections. Ordinarily a sensitivity of Interest

will be for a single material or nucllde, but this

may occur with different number densitities DENS(IR)

in different spatial regions IR"1,2,...,NR. A deriv-

ative with respect to a microscopic cross BeetIon O

Is obtained from the corresponding derivative with

respect to a macroscopic cross section E as in Eqs.

(46), (47), (62), (6?), (66), and (67) by

v* dr DENS(IR)* remainder of (69)

IR«1 Region IR
expression

When sensitivity integrals are coded in SENS!, the

number density of the material of interest is in-

cluded as in Eq. (69) with one exception: The reac-

tivity denominator In Eq. (68) requires the actual

macroscopic fission cross sections for the assembly,

so these are read in for each group and region and

used as microscopic quantities.

C. Sensitivity Profile

Expressions were developed in the previous sec-

tions for derivatives 3y/3£ and 3y/3F , , where y

Is an Integral parameter. These constitute the basic

building blocks for compounding derivatives with re-

spect to any differential data, e.g., the Inelastic

scattering cross sections for H. We illustrate

the compounding process not for a particular differ-

ential crosB section, but for the "sensitivity pro-

file," an interesting parameter characterizing a
43 45

V

4
class of cross-section changes.

Suppose that for a particular nuclide, say V,

we change the total cross section in group g by the

amount <5£ , corresponding to a change in reaction :;,

say an inelastic cross section. The group-to-group

transfer cross sections for this reaction, ^i*^,»

change accordingly, and we make the particular as-

sumption that

(70)

These expressions also are in their simplest form.
for all exit groups g' and for all Legendre orders j.

11



Cross sections for particln transfer Into group g

are unchanged. Then, compounding changes by the

usual (<J • 2-> ip SXJ) method we have, from Eqs.

(46) and (47),

where the sensitivity profile Px is

(71)

j-0

J*.8J (72)

This Inhomogeneous sensitivity profile character-

izes certain Interesting cross-section changes and

is computed by subroutine PROFIL In ALVIN.

Similar profiles can be defined and computed

for Rossl-a and for reactivity and in general under

other assumptions than Eq. (70), but we do not carry

these out In ALVIN.

Bartlne et al. use the definition Eq. (71)

for lnhomogeneous sensitivity profile, but they ap-

pear to state, on the basis of equations like Eqs.

(34) and (39), that another definition can be used,

(73)

In paraphrase, because (ty+,tU>) equal* (AT if>+,i|>),

then i|i oLifi equals tfidT i/< over some more limited re-

gion of phase space. There is no a priori reason

to expect this to be generally true, although it Is

true for the fully absorptive case. He have devel -

oped a complete analytic solution to the case of hy-

drogenous slowing down In an infinite homogeneous

medium to be used In clarifying a variety of prob-

lems. For this case the two definitions of P* are

not equal and, because our definition, Eq. (71), was

arrived at by the orderly process of compounding,

we believe it It correct.

IV. ALVIN PROGRAMMING

ALVIN Is programmed in JORTRAN-IV to b« machina-

independent except for large storage requirements

which, In the distributed version, are specific to

the CDC-7600. Five large arrays are stored in LCM

and only a few statement lines would need to be

changed for other machines. Otherwise, specific CDC

features are avoided, e.g., Hollerith is used for

formatting rather than asterisks. A code abstract

is included as Appendix A.

The code consists of the main ALVIN routine and

eight principal subroutines with about 1100 state-

ment lines, approximately 20Z of which are comment

lines. The routines, the subroutines they call, and

their tape requirements are listed In Table I. A

subroutine SENRD2, which generates sensitivities spe-

cific to a sample problem, is provided as well. Sen-

sitivity and variance-covariance matrices are so

large, and so frequently have Integral regularities,

that It may be useful to create subroutine* like

SENRD2 to generate them for specific problems.

Program variables have the same significance

in all parts of the code, and their values, with a

few exceptions, are passed through labeled common*.

All variables are defined in Appendix B, and these

definitions hold In all parts of ALVIN. Certain

systematlcs have been .followed In variable naming.

TABLE I

ROUTINE CALLS AND TAPE REQUIREMENTS IN ALVIH

Routine Call* or Requires

ALVIN

SENSRD

SENS!

REDFLX

PROFIL

CROSEF

CROSEC

DAFT2

DAFT3

INFO

MATINV

SENSRD (SENRD2), SENSI, DAFT2, DAPT3

REDFLX, CROSEF, CROSEC, PROFIL

Flux tape, adjoint flux tape

Cross section tape

INFO, MATINV

INFO, MATINV

12



For example, indices have a fixed meaning, and tem-

poraries are formed by suffix T. Variable names

usually are similar to notation used in Sees. II and

III describing the calculations.

The structure of ALVIN is shown in Fig. 1.

Fairs of control parameters KT..S and KADJST define

various modes of code operation. For example,

KSENS-3 and KADJST-2 .result in sensitivities v ing

read In by SENSRD, some sensitivities being calcu-

lated and added by SENSI, and consistency tests and

data adjustment being carried out for full correla-

tion by DAPT2. A simple case is KSENS-1 and KADJST-1

where sensitivities are calculated by SENSI, and no

data adjustment or consistency calculations are car-

ried out.

V. SAMPLE PROBLEMS AND CODE VALIDATION

Two sample problems are provided, one stressing

the data consistency and adjustment parts of ALVIN,

and one stressing the sensitivity parts of the code.

The sample problems are used to Illustrate capabil-

ity, input, and output. In addition, however, the

sample problems are used to validate the code by

carrying out the same calculation in different ways.

A. Data Consistency and Adjustment

Integral observations made on LMFBR-like criti-

cals have frequently failed to agree with calcula-

tions. Reactivity worths in particular have been

discrepant, thus presenting the nuclear designer

with serious problems in view of the importance of

reactivity worths In the design process. Data for

three important crlticals, ZPR-6-6A, ZPR-6-7, and

ZPR-3-48, prominently display the reactivity worth

disc epancy and have been compactly presented by

Bohn. Table II identifies 24 integral parameters

y^l-1,2.,.,24, for these assemblies, and Table III

identifies 19 differential nuclear quantities x.,

J"l,2...,19, of interest. It is convenient to allow

y. to represent the ratio of the computed value C.

of an integral parameter to its experimental value

E,, and to let x, represent the ratio of the nuclear

datum a. to its evaluated value o.. Then the eval-

uated quantities y* and xf are unity, and

(74)

This normalization is essentially that described in

Sec. II-B-1. The effects of cross-section changes

on inference of E. from experiment are made explicit

In Eq. (66). For 1-1,2,3 the Integral parameters

are the C/E values for multiplication factors of

ZPR-6-6A, SPR-6-7, and ZPR-3-48, indicated In the

second column of Table II by subscripts A, 7, and 8,

respectively. For 1-4,5...,15 the integral parame-
239

ters are the C/E values for central worths of Pu,
Z35U, 238u, and 10B, Indicated by 49, 25, 28, and B,

respectively, as superscripts on U; for example, the

C/E value for the central worth of Pu in Che

ZPR-6-7 assembly Is Indicated by W*9 in Table II.

Finally, for 1 greater than 15, the Integral parame-

ters y. are C/E values of ratios of reaction races,

e.g., 7R,of for y,n represents the C/E value of the
' w " *u 239

capture rate relative to the Pu fission rate
measured In ZPR-6-7. If y1 Is

to first order (unchanged flux spectrum).

/o )/(o /o)_, then
m n c

(75)

Fig. 1. ALVIN structure.
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TABLE II TABLE III

INTEGRAL PARAMETERS yj AND VALUES yj^x") COMPUTED
USING EVALUATED NUCLEAR DATA PARAMETERS xe

[If no adjustment were necesiary yi(n
e) would « unity]

PRIMARY NUCLEAR DATA PARAMETERS x> , THEIR
UNCERTAINTIES, AND THEIR ADJUSTED VALUES

18

19

20

21

22

4

5

6

7

8 W!

9

.25

,49

f7

10 W28

11 W?,

12 W,

13 v;

14

15

16

17

,49
8

,25
8

4"
•4

28f
AK25£

28c

23 8"25f

»28c

y (xe)

1.0024+0.004

0.9927+0.004

1.10+0.025

1.15+0.025

1.24+0.035

0.92+0.075

1.25+0.035

1.24+0.035

1.16+0.025

1.18+0.035

1.25+0.035

1.26+0.035

1.27+0.035

1.09+0.035

0.90+0.03

1.03+0.03

0.99+0.0228f
7R49f

R25f

7 49f 1.05+0.02

R28c
7 49f 1.09+0.02

R28f
7 25f 0.94+0.02

R28c
7K25f 1.04+0.02

0.96+0.05

by ALVIN

0.9920+0.004 0.993

24 8 25£ 0.94+0.05

1.001

1.002

0.990

1.014

1.090

0.854

1.052

1.036

0.936

1.027

1.042

1.046

1.024

0.960

0.942

1.060

0.975

1.032

1.053

0.924

1.023

0.961

0.924

Selected
by Bohn

1.06

1.05

1.09

0.96

1.14

1.08

0.95

1.17

1.12

1.08

0.99

1.06

1

2

3

4

S

6 o

7

19

•F

28
f

2 8

lnel

el

fe
c

Nl

9 a

10

11 o

12

13 vf

14

15

16

17

18

i

X.

1+p.l

1+p.l

1+p.l

1+p.l

1+0.15

1+0.1

1+0.15

1+0.1

1+p.l

1+0.1

1+0.1

1+0.1

1*0.06

1+0.04

1+0.06

1+0.1

1+0.1

1+0.1

1+0.1

Adjusted
by Alvln

0.978

0.932

0.995

0.989

0.961

0.979

0.840

1.059

1.063

0.979

1.001

0.995

1.138

1.106

1.166

1.009

1.009

0.995

1.085

Selected
by Bohn

0.93

0.97

0.88

0.97

0.88

1.10

1.012

1.024

1.016

The third columns of Tables II and III list the val-

ues of the parameters determined at the evaluated

point together with standard errors, most of them

assigned by Bonn, for the quantities. Most of the

computed reactivity worths, y, through y.,, are high

and differ from unity by many standard errors; this

is the reactivity worth discrepancy. Uncertainties

in reactivity worths due to uncertainties in delayed

neutron yields are not included, because the delayed

data (j»13,17) are assigned uncertainties and

14
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examined separately. The uncertainties aecrlbed to

differential data In Table III aaaume that cross-sec-

tlon errors are correlated at all energlea. Sensi-

tlvitles presented by Bohn are Hated In Table IV.

Calculated results shown In Tables I through III used

ENDF/B-III as the evaluated data base as processed

Into multlgroup form by SDX. Valuea of differential

and Integral parameters adjusted by ALVIN also are

listed in Tables II and III and shou physically plau-

sible trends. Values selected by Bohn from six

trial sets of differential quantities also are Hat-

ed. Our data adjustments are Intended to be Illus-

trative only of the techniques Involved and. par-

ticularly, Illustrative of consistency Inferences.

More detailed study of data uncertainties and sensi-

tivities would be required to justify an adjusted da-

ta set for nuclear design application.

Input for this sample problem is shown in Ap-

pendix C. The output, ehown in Appendix 0, provides

considerably more Information, particularly consis-

tency Information, than do Tables II through IV.

Values of chi-squared before and after adjustment

both are improbably large, 503 end 91, respectively,

for 2A degrees of freedom. The dispersion multiplier

DISPR is 3.8 for this problem, thus accounting for

the fact that errors In the adjusted data In Tables

II and III are larger than input evaluated errore in

many cases. Contributions of the 43 differential

and integral parameter! to chl-equared are listed

before end after adjustment.

This eemple problem is not fully Illustrative

of the capabilities of DAFT3 in that many nor* than

19 differential data could be treated by DAFT3. How-

ever, the sample problem Is useful for code valida-

tion In that, with only 24 + 19 parameters, data ad-

justment can be carried out by DAFT2 as wall •• by

DAFT3. To facilitate this comparison, Inputs to

DAFT2 and DAFT3 arc made elallar when only stenderd

error information Is provided. DAFT2 and DAFT3 re-

sults agree for this problem, thus validating the

consistency and data adjustment part of the code,

B. Sensitivity Calculation

Illustrative of sensitivity calculation* In

ALVIN is a spherical representation of a thick Iron

•hleld-collUator.*9 The shield consists of a 70-

cm-redlus sphere of Iron with a 4-cra-rediue void at

the center. An laotroplc neutron source Is uniformly

distributed in e ccntrel 1-cm-radlus sphere with the

0* spectrum of neutrons produced by 50-tf»V deuterons

on beryllium, The reeponse quantity consists of

the product of the neutron flux and neutron fluence-

to-doee equivalent converaion factor summed over all

neutron energy groups and. averaged over the volume of

the 1-cm-thick air shell at the outer surface of the

sphere.

The S_, transport code DTF was used to calcu-

late the neutron fluxee and adjoint fluxes throughout

the shield, using 41-group, P-5 cross sections and

S-16 quadrature. The source for the adjoint calcula-

tion, located in the 1-cm-thick shell surrounding the

sphere, was the vector of neutron fluence-to-dose

equivalent conversion factor.

Directed fluxes and adjoint fluxes were read in

to ALVIN through REDFLX and converted to Legendre

components. Nuclear data were read in through CROSEC

and CROSEF. Fluxes and nuclear data were used by

SENSI to compute detailed sensitivities as described

In Sec. III-A. These were then used by FROFIL to

compute sensitivity profiles as described in Sec.

III-C. The computed sensitivity profile as a func-

tion of energy group is Illustrated in Appendix E

and output is listed In Appsndlx F.

All routines in ALVIN that are concerned with

sensitivity are used in calculation of the sensitivi-

ty profile, and can be velidatad by n direct calcula-

tion. The sensitivity profile F(IG) represents the

change in neutron dose-equivalent rate at the shield

surface resulting from a change in cross section In

group IC combined with proportionate changes in

transfer croes sections from group IC to other

(roust. The ALVIN calculation uses first-order per-

turbation theory; this approximation, as well as code

accuracy, can be validated by comparison with direct

calculations.

The direct approach to determine the change In

the result due to a change in the ero*i»««ccion data

Involves the creation of en altered cross-section

set, performing a neutron transport calculation us-

ing the altered cross sections, and converting the

fluxes In the outer shell to the neutron dose equiva-

lent rate. The fvectlonel change In the dose equiva-

lent rate divided by the fractional change In the

cross sections of group IG thus yields the sensitivi-

ty P(IC) of the result to cross ssctlons In group IG.

Sixteen separate, altered cross-section sets

were formed with £T(IC) and ^(IG-IG
1). IC • IG.t.'G

for all j lncraaaed by 0.1, 0.5, 1.0 or 10.OJ for
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group IG « 9, 19, 20, or 25. The sensitivities re-

sulting from the neutron transport calculation are

superimposed on the sensitivity profile histogram

of Fig. 2. The separate DTF calculations were con-
-4

verged to 10 , so the only directly calculated sen-

sitivities shown are those for which the relative
-4

change in dose equivalent exceeded 10 . For exam-

ple, the dose equivalent changed from 0.7189 x 10~

rero/s to 0.7188 x 10"13, 0.7187 x 10"13, and 0.7186

x 10~ rem/s, when che cross sections of group 19

were increased by 0.1, 0.5, and 1.02, respectively.

Therefore, these cases were disregarded.

In addition to accuracy problems In the direct

calculation, there are nonlinearity problems In the

perturbation calculation. Consider aonoenergetic

neutron penetration through a slab of thickness X

with cross section t. Then,

n i fir i
\llreet - -(1- -fj- XS T + ?T f>! . (76)

If 6Z/E is chosen to be 0.1 to insure accuracy in

the dose equivalent change, then for the shield

thickness studied here (about 12 mean free paths

thick) the direct calculation underpredicts the re-

sult for very small 6£/£ by about one-third accord-

ing to Eq. (75). An underprediction of this order

of magnitude can be observed in Fig. 2 for the di-

rect calculation with 6E/E equal to 0.1. Conversely

one can conclude from these results that linear per-

turbation theory will overpredict the change in dose

equivalent by about one-third when fractional changes

of 10% In cross section are considered.

Useful direct calculations for the purpose of

validating ALVIN's linear perturbation calculations

should have 6I/Z sufficiently small to avoid the

nonlinear effects discussed above and sufficiently

large to avoid inaccuracy problems. The results

shown In Fig. 2 are In good agreement and are be-

lieved to validate the inhomogeneous sensitivity

parts of ALVIN. Calculations of sensitivities for

Rossi-a and reactivity utilize inhomogeneous sensi-

tivities and have not been validated separately.

VI. INPUT AND OUTPUT

Input requirements are shown In Table V. For-

mats and precise variable descriptions are given In

terms of the variable definitions listed In Appen-

dix B.

Outputs are labeled also by variable name and

follow the examples shown in Appendixes D and F.

VII. SUMMARY OF ALVIN CAPABILITIES AND LIMITATIONS

ALVIN carries out sensitivity calculations for

steady-state or time-dependent lnhonogeneous trans-

port. For eigenproblems, ALVIN computes sensitivi-

ties of eigenvalues to nuclear data changes (speci-

fically reactivity and Rossi-a), but does not com-

pute sensitivities of eigenfunction properties such

as reaction rate ratios. Sensitivities are computed

with respect to total cross section, with respect to

individual Legendre components of group-to-group

transfer crosa sections, and with respect to fission

parameters. Sensitivity profiles are computed.

ALVIN carries out data consistency and adjust-

ment calculations for arbitrary variances and covarl-

ances among the differential and Integral data. DAFT2

la used for these calculations and the number of pa-

rameters treated is limited by the necessity for ln-
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Order

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

ALVIN

(KSENS-1,

Format

X6A5

1216

16A5

6E12.6

16A5

6E12.6

16A5

1216

6E12.6

TABLE V

PROBLEM INPUT

KADJST-3, KVAR-2)

Contents

Title

KSENS,KADJST,MI,KJ

Title

DYDX(I,J),J«1,KJ
A card set for each I-l.MI.

Title

YC(I),I-1,MI

Title

KVAR

VE(K1,K2),K2-1,MK
A card set for each Kl-l.MK.

version of large matrices. The DAFT3 subroutine

carries out data consistency calculations and ad-

justs an arbitrarily large and correlated differ-

ential base uncorrelated with integral data. Least

squares techniques are employed throughout. Limits

on data adjustments are not used in ALVIN.
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APPENDIX A

PROORAM ABSTRACT

1. Name of program: ALVIN.

2. Name of computer for which program is designed:

CDC-7600.

Programming language: FORTRAN-IV.

3. Nature of_ the problem solved; ALVIN analyzes

the consistency of a set of differential and in-

tegral nuclear data, adjusts the differential

nuclear data to improve agreement with integral

observations, ?nd identifies inconsistent data.

ALVIN also computes required sensitivities and

related quantities such as sensitivity profiles.

4. Method of solution: Linear perturbation theory

is used for sensitivity calculations. Data con-

sistency and adjustment computations use least

squares techniques.

5. Restrictions on the complexity of, the problem:

The DAFT2 consistency and adjustment subroutine

treat* fully or partially correlated differen-

tial and Integral parameters, but only as many

as the order of the largest matrix that can be

inverted. The DAFT3 consistency and adjustment

subroutine treats arbitrarily large differential

data sets, but only if they are uncorrelated

with the Integral data.

6. Related and auxiliary programs: None.

7. Typical running times: About 1 min, depending

on size of problem.

8. Description: Equations, calculational methods,

input and output are described in Ref. 1.

9. Unusual features: Data set consistency is ana-

lyzed. A special algorithm Is used in DAFT3 to

treat arbitrarily large data sets.

10. Status: The program is currently in use and

can be obtained from the Argonne Code Center.

11. Machine requirements: Distributed version uses

LCM to store five large arrays. Otherwise ma-

chine-independent .

12. Operating system: Independent.

13. Other programming Information: None.

14. References:

(1) D. R. Harris, W. A. Reupke, and H. B.

Wilson, "Consistency Among Differential Nuclear

Data and Integral Observations — the ALVIN

Code for Data Adjustment, for Sensitivity Calcu-

lations, and for Identification of Inconsistent

Data," Los Alamos Scientific Laboratory report

LA-5987 (1975).

D. R. Harris
W. A. Reupke
W. B. Wilson

Los Alamos Scientific Laboratory
P. 0. Box 1663
Los Alamos, New Mexico 87545
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APPENDIX B

DEFINITIONS OF VARIABLES USED IN ALVIN

DEFINITIONS
ACI1,I?)sTEMPORAKY MATRIX USEO WITH OIFFERENT DEFINITIONS IN DIFFERENT

SUBROUTINES
B(J)=VECTOR SOURCE TO KFA»HANGEO NORMAL EQUATIONS
C(J1rJ2)»MflTRIX WHOSE INVERSE IS THE ADJUSTED VARTANCE-COVAR1ANCE MATRIX

OF INDEPENDENT QUANTITIES. LATER THE INVERSE IS STOREn IN C
CHI2F=CHI-S0UARE0 AFTER ADJUSTMENT USING FVALIIATED SECOND MOMENTS
CHI2I.CH1-SOUAHED INITIAL
CHIOA»DIAGONAl. PART OF CMI2A
CHIDFsOIAGONAL PART OF CHT?F
CHIOIxOIAGONAL PAR! OF CHI2I
OENOMAsDENOMINATOR OF L/C ALPHA)/S)(CROSS SECTION) RELATION
PENOMRsOENOMINATOR OF D(RFACTIVTrV)/D(CROSS SECTION) RELATION
DENS(TR)xNuMBER DENSITY IN REGION IR
DETERMzDETfcRMlNANT OF A MATRIX
DISPR»DTSPERSION MULTIPLIER
DYDG(IG)sDERIVATIV£ OF INTEGRAL QUANTITY WITH RESPECT TO TOTAL CROSS

SECTION IN MULUGWOUP IG
UYOL(IL.IGl,IG)*OEHIVATIvF OF INTEGRAL QUANTITY HlTH RESPECT TO 1L-I Th

LEGENDRE ORUER CROSS SECTION FOR TRANSFER FROM MULTIGROUP IGI TO
MULTTGROUP IG

OYOX(I, JJroERIVATIVE OF INTEGRAL QUANTITY I KITH RESPECT TO DIFFERENTIAL
QUANTITY J COMPUTED AT THE EVALUATED DATA POINT

Fl AXLf IM,IL,IG)»IL-I lh LFGENDRE COMPONFNT OF ADJOINT FI.UX AVERAGED OVE»
SPACE MESH INTERVAL IM, IN ENERGY GROUP IG

FLUXL(1M.IL.IG)*IL-1 TM LEGENDRF. COMPONENT OF FLUX AVERAGED OVER SPACE
MESH INTERVAL IM, IN ENERGY GROUP IG

IASQUAORATORE ANGLE INDEX
IPGUSAVElsIG INDEX OF SAVED SENSITIVITY CASE
IDGKTSAVElslGl INDEX OF SAVED SENSITIVITY CASt
IOUISAVE)sIL INDEX OF SAVED SENSITIVITY CASE
IDXCISAVfc)*IX INDEX OF SAVED SENSITIVITY CASE
IPYdSAVElalY INDEX OF SAVED SENSITIVITY CASE
IGsMULTIGROUP INDEX
UsLEGENDRE ORDER 1NDFX
IMsSPATIAL MESH INDFX
IMMAX(IR)sMESH POINT WITH HIGHEST INDEX IN REGION IR
IMMIN(IR)r.HFSH PUINT KITH LOWEST INDEX IN REGION IR
INOEX(I,J)xTEMPORANV ARRAY USED IN MATRIX INVERSION
IPIVOTCI)=IEMPORARY ARRAY USED IN MATRIX INVERSION
IPOSsPOSHION OF CROSS SECTION IN OTF CROSS SFCTION FORMAT
IRsREGION INDEX
ITaTIMt INTERVAL INDEX
ITAPE* FILE SFT NUMBER fl OR ?)
ITYPEaTYPE OF SAVED SENSITIVITY CASE# al IF INHOMOGFNFOUS

SENSITIVITY, s? If DCALPHA)/D(CROSS SECTION) SENSITIVITY,
«* IF D(REACTIVITY)/D(CHOSS SECTION) SENSITIVITY

IYH=INDEX OF CASE OF SENSITIVITItS CALCULATFD FROM FLUXES AND
ADJOINT FLUXES READ IN

JTAPt'rASSIGNEO TAPE NUMBER
KADJSTs? IF DIFFERENTIAL DATA ARE TO 8E ADJUSTED USING DAFT2, s? IF

DIFFERENTIAL DATA ARE TO BF ADJUSTED USING DAFT3, si OTHERWISE
KFLUX»1 IF LEGENDRt FLUXES ARE READ IN, =? IF DIRECTED FLUXFS ARE READ IN

FROM WHICH LEGENDRF FLUXES ARE COMPUTED FUR USE IN SENSITIVITY
CALCULATIONS

KTYPE«TYPE OF SENSITIVITY CALCULATION, *0 IF INHOMOGENEOUS
SENSITIVITY, =1 IF DCEIGE'NVALUEJ/DfCROSS SECTION)

KGEOMat IF GEOMETRY IN SENSITIVITY COMPUTATIONS IS SLA11, s? IF SPHERICAL,
s? IF CYLINDRICAL

KRKX=CONTROL SET IN CODE, «) IF FLUXES ARE BEING PROCESSED,=2 IF ADJOINT
FLUXES ARfc bEING PROCESSED

KStNS=l IF SENSITTVTTItS ARE ONLY HEAR IN, a2 IF SEMSITTVITIES ARE ONLY
COMPUTED FROM INPUT FLUXES AND ADJOINT FLUXES, *3 IF SENSITIVITIES
ARE BOTH READ IN AND COMPUTED

KTIMS«1 IF TIME DEPFNDENT FLUXES ARE USED IN SENSITIVITY COMPUTATION
KVAR=1 IF EVALUATFD STANDARD ERRORS ONLY AWF READ IN FOR DIFFFRFNTIAL AND

INTEGRAL PARAMETFRS, s? IF FULL CVALUATED VARIANCE°COVARlA»ICF ARRAY
IS HFAD IN FOR DIFFERENTIAL -INTEGRAL PARAMETERS
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APPENDIX B (cont)

MIsNUMBER OF INTEGRAL PARAMFrERS
HJsNuMBEH OF DIFFERENTIAL PARAMETERS
MK = MI»MJ«NLJMBF.R OF INTEGRAL-DIFFERENTIAL PARAMfcTERS
NABNUMBER OF QUADRATURE ANGLES FOR niRECTED FLUX
NGsNUMBER OF MULTIGROUPS
NLsNUMHER OF LEGENORE FLUX ORDERS USED,IN SENSITIVITY COMPUTATION
NLRsNUMBER OF LEGENORE FLUX OROFRS READ IN
NLCXsNUMBER OF LEGENDRE CROSS SECTION ORDERS READ IN
NH«NUMBER OF MESH INTERVALS IN SENSITIVITY CALCULATION
NRxNU*8ER OF REGIONS IN SENSITIVITY CALCULATIONS
NSAVEsNUMBER OF CASES OF COMPUTED SFNSITIVITIES SAVED INTO DYDX

(IY,TX1 MATRIX FOR CASE IYR
NTsNUMBEH OF TIME INTERVALS IN SENSITIVITY COMPUTATION
NXRsNUMBER OF IYR CASES FOR WHICH NEW SET OF UN-NORMAlIZED

FVALUATEO DIFFERENTIAL PARAMETERS ARE TO BF READ IN AND USED
FOR SENSITIVITY NORMALIZATION OR PROFILE CALCULATION

NYR=NUMBER OF CASES FOR WHICH FLUXES AND ADJOINT FLUXES ARE DEAD IN AND
SENSITIVITIES COMPUTFD

PCIG)aSFNSITIVITY PROFILE FOR GROUP IG
PIVOTfIJsTEMPORAftY ARRAY USFD IN MATRIX INVERSION
OCOSA(IA)sCOSINE OF QUADRATURE ANGLE NUMBER IA FOR DIRECTED t-LUX
QLEGPfIL,lA)=LEGENDRE POLYNOMIAL OF ORDER IL-I OF OCOSA(IA)
OWTSA(IA)>wEIGHT FOR QUADRATURE ANGLE NUMBER IA
RaRESPONSE, INTEGRATED OVER APPROPRIATE VOLUME OF PHASE SPACE,

USED IN INHUMOGENEOUS SENSITIVITY NORMALIZATION AND PROFILF
CALCULATION

RELXE«(XE(J)-XEfJ))/SX(J)
RFLXFs(XA(J)-XE(J))/SX(J)
RE(.YE»(YC(n-YEtI))/SY(I)

RM(IM)»LEFT-HAND COORDINATE OF MfcSH INTERVAL IM
SIGFN(IG,IR)=MACROSCOPIC FISSION CROSS SECTION IN GROUP IG IN HFGION IR

TIMES FISSION NEUTRON YIELD
STGTOOG)*M1CROSCOPIC TOTAL CROSS SECTION IN GROUP IG
SIGTR(IG,IG2, IDeMICROSrOPIC IL-1 TH I.EGENORE COMPONENT CROSS SECTION FOR

TRANSFFR FORM GROUP IG TO GHOUP IG?
SORF(IG2)«NORMAt.I2JD FISSION NEUTRON SPECTRUM INTO GROUP IG?
SPDSCIGIsPARTICLE SPEEDS IN GROUP IG
SX{J)3EVALUATfD STANDARD ERROR FOR OIFFERENTIAI. PARAMETER J
SXA(J)*STANDAR|> ERROR OF DIFFERENTIAL PARAMETER J AFTER AOJUSTMFNT
SY(I)aEVAtUATEO STANDARD ERROR FOR INTEGRAL PAMAMFTER I
SYA(I)=STANOARO ERROR OF INTEGRAL PARAMETER I AFTER ADJUSTMENT
TFMSTOOGiIPOS)sTEMSTO(IM,IA)aTEMPORARY STORAGE FOR CROSS SECTIONS AND FOR

DIRECTED FLUXES AND AOJOINT FLUXES
TITL£«DESCRIPTIVE TITLE FOR JOB AND FOR SUBSECTIONS OF INPUT
TM(IT)*l.OWER BOUND OF TIME INTERVAL IT
VE(Ht,K?)»EVALUATED VARIANCE-COVAR1ANCE VALUE FOR INTFGRAL-DIFFFRENTIAl

PARAMETERS K1 AND K?. LATFR THE INVFRSE, IE, WEIGHT MATRIX, IS
STORED IN VE

v7(Kt,K2)=cnMPUTED VARIANCE-COVARIANCE VALUE FOR INTEGRAL-DIFFERENTIAL
PARAMETERS K1 AND K? AFTEK ADJUSTMENT. INCLUDES DISPtRSION FACTOR
LATER THE ADJUSTED CORRELATION COEFFICIENT MATRIX IS STORED
IN VZ,

XA(J)xADJIiSTEO VALUE OF DIFFERENTIAL PARAMETER J
XE(J)*tVALU»TED VALUE OF DIFFERENTIAL PARAMETEH J
YA(I)>ADJUSTED VALUE OF INTEGRAL PARAMETER I
YCCI)*VALUE OF INTEGRAL PARAMETER I COMPUTED FOR EVALUATED VALUFS OF

DIFFERENTIAL PARAMETERS
YCU(ISAVt)sVALUE OF INTEGRAL PARAMETER, UN-NORMALIZED, COMPUTFD

FROM EVALUATED DIFFERENFIAL PARAMETERS, USED TO NORMALIZE
SAVED SENSITIVITY CARE ISAVfc, YCllxR IF ITYPE = J,
KilGENVALUE IF 1TYPE=<J, J

YF(I)=EVALUATED VALUE OF INTEGRAL PARAMETFR I
ZAlK)aADJUSTED VALUE OF INTEGRAL-DIFFERENTIAL HARAMFTFR
ZC(K)»VALUE OF INTEGRAL-DIFFERENTIAL PARAMETER K COMPUTED FOR EVALUATED

VALUES OF DIFFERENTIAL PARAMETERS
ZF(K)«£VALUATFD VALUE OF INTEGRAL-DIFFERENTIAL PARAMETER K
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APPE1JDIX C

SAMPLE INPUT FOR DATA CONSISTENCY AND ADJUSTMENT PROBLEM

SAMPLE PROBLEM—CONSISTENCY AND ADJUSTMENT OF ZPR DATA
1 2 2tt 19

SENSITIVITIES FOR ZPR PROBLEM
,61 - . 1 ,08
- . 0 3

. , 2 7

- . 0 6
, 6 6 • ,07 ,0R - . 2 6

- . 0 7
. 6 6 - . 0 6 - . 2 1

- . 9 9 1
,647
- . 1 4 4

,264
,086
- . 1 4 4

-1 ,345
,346
- . 1 4 4

- 1 . 2 5 2
,208
- . 1 4 4

.111
- . 3 2 6

1.179
,150
• , 3 2 6

,490
- . 3 2 6

,283
• ,326

,144
- . 3 5 6
- . 0 6 0
1.199
,183
- . 3 5 6
,057

,640
- , 3 5 6
.395

,049
- . 0 4 5
- , « 5 6

- . 1 7 4
- . 0 2 4
- , « 5 6

- . 094
.043
- . 8 5 6

- . 1 4 3
.006
- . 8 5 6

- . 0 2 7
- .0252

- , 1 9 0
- . 0 0 4
-,025«>

.064
- .02S2

,149
- .0252

- . 0 0 9
- ,0210

- .214
- . 0 0 2
- .0210

.047
- .0210

1.160
- . I IS

-.027

.148

.213

.213
- . 0 5 2

- . 5 9 7

•1 .101
.035
- . 5 9 7

-1 .207
.192
- . 5 9 7

-1 ,129
.316
- . 5 9 7

.247

- . 5 9 9

-1 .074

- . 5 9 9

• ! , 4 4 6

- . 5 9 9

-1 .199

- . 1 6 1
,002

,010

- . 0 1 4

• .020

- . 0 8 3
,003
- ,0206

,050
,009
• .0206

«. ><M
- . 0 2 0
- .0206

- . 2 1 6
- . 0 3 3
• .0206

- . 0 6 9
,001
- .0121

.068

.006
- . 0 1 2 1

- , J 6 7
• . 0 1 ?
- .0121

- . ? 7 3

- . 2 3 9
- . 0 0 6

- . 2 0 6
.002

- . 5 8 3
.002

- . 3 2 9
.004

- . 4 1 7
- . 0 0 3
- .0312

- . 3 9 1
.003
- .0312

»,77S
.003
- .0312

- . 5 0 9
.004
- .0312

- . 4 6 5
- . 0 0 3
- .0121

- . 0 1 7
.002
- .0121

-1 .026

- .0121

- , 5 6 l

- . 2 5 5
- , 0 0 3
• .005

,210
,005
.004

1.225
- . 0 0 ?
.00?

- . 0 9 2
- . 0 0 3
.002

.199
- . 0 0 ?
- , 0 0 1

.137

.004
,006

1.045
• ,003
.001

- ,?60
- . 0 0 4
,002

,211
• ,00?
- ,00?

.16?

.003

.003

I.?T3
- , 0 0 4
- . 0 0 1

- . 2 2 6
,330
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APPENDIX C (cont)

-.356 -.0210 -.599 -.0121 -.0121
,517
INT PARAMETERS COMPUTED FROM EVALUATFD OIFF PARAMETERS
,9920
t'2
1.26
t.05

,9924
1.25
1.27
1.69

EVALUATED STANDARD

1
,1.15
.06
.1
.004.15
,U
,02

.1

.1

.01

.004

.11

.11

.02

.9927
1.24
1.09
.94

ERRORS

.1

.1
,96

.004

.It

.11

.02

1.10
1.16
.90
1.04

.1

.1

.1

.10

.10

.03

.0?

'..15
1.16
1.03
.96

.15

.1
• 1

.1«

.11

.83

.05

1,24
1.25
.99
.94

.»

.1

.1

.11

.11

.02

.05



APPENDIX D

SAMPLE OUTPUT FOR DATA CONSISTENCY AUD ADJUSTMENT PROBLEM

SAMPLt PROBLEM—CONSISTENCY AND AOJUSTMENT OF ZPR DATA

KSENS KADJST Ml HJ
1 2 24 19

XE(J),J*t,MJ
"!aaS2Sr*Si •J0 e I 0 0 0 f+ 0» .t000«0E*01 .I00000E*«1 .J00000E+01 .1000B0E+0J .IB00«0E*0J .100000F*0| ,J00000E*01 100000E+01
.100000E+0J .1000(!0F*0I .100000E+01 ,J00000E»0J .10«I000E*01 ,100000F*0| .10CI000E»01 ^1000B0E+01 ;i00000E*0l * I B I " I B B E + l ' a

YE(I),I«!,MI
• 100000F*01 ,!0P0CI0E»0J ,]000n0E*01 .l00000E«flt .1B0800E+0J ,1000P10F*0l .t00000E+flt .100000E»0l 100000F+0)
.100000E+01 ,!00000E+m .10B000E+01 .1«B000Ft(il .1000O0E + 01 .100000F+01 - »«»»»»«•<" .

INT PARAMETERS COMPUTED FROM EVALUATED OIFF PARAMETERS

Y C ( I ) f 1 * 1 , M T
. _ ._ - . .JI0B00F+0I .115000F + 01 ,1?4000F + 0I ,-rtOBT.CCTOO . I C t«HOC » " I ,

.1JB000E+01 ,125000E*01 .126000E+01 ,127000Et0t .109000E+0I .900000F+00 .103000F+01 .990000F+O0 ,

EVALUATED STANDARD ERRORS

KVAR
1

SX(J),J*1,MJ
. 100000E + 00 ,led000Et00 . lk)00H0E+PI0 .100000E400 ,15C0n0E+CI0 ,i0H0O0Ft00 .1S0000E+00 .100000Et00 ,
.10C000E*00 .l00000Etfl0 .600000E-0! ,400000F«01 .600000E-01 ,10M000E+00 ,100000E*00 ,100000E*00 ,

.400000E-02 .400000E-02 .400000E-02 ,250000E«01 .250000E-0t .3S0000F-01 .7S0000F-01 ,350000F-fll ,35fl000F-0t .7S0000E-K1
,350000E-I*t ,3S00O0E*01 .150000E-0I ,35flt)00F-01 .350000E-0I .3H0000F-01 .30000BF-01 ,?00000E-01 .P00000F-01 .200000E-01
.200000E-01 .200000E-01 .500000E-0J ,50fl000E-ai

CHI2I REDUCED CHI2I
.502616E*03 .209S07Et02

CHI2F REDUCED CHI?F DISPR
,37«7<)2E+01



APPENDIX D ( c o n t )

J l C(Jlf.>2). J2x|>M-r AOJIISTfO VARi«NC£-COv<RI«NCF HATBIx FOK OlFFERtNllAL PARAMETERS

-.29B9SE-BU - .
-f*3 .2-JHO7F-BJ .J«HH«F-Bi .4122AE.B3 .9IS92E-B3

.6I,7?7E-H« -.7"i7a|F-P'4 , 1SJ..-JF-MJ .U6379F-HS -.3B9B4E-BA

,ABttCI<,E.B3 .23B93E.02 .
l « l ? E a -,322«7E-B<| - .

.945B4E.B3 (lurM^ivn) lDCI(l)E>D) . fl1)** 11 *H )

-.SSB9HE-(I3 -,«?722E-B« -.I32N3E-R* -.23S13E.04

.2SB74F-B3 .ShVOUE-BJ .4O2«BE-Bi .laiKUF-a? .3B2I4E-B3 ,2922HF>B3 14274E.B2
» . f - i 7 ? j e - B s - . i 7 i « « e - B 4 - * j

.132A2E-B3

.622SAF-B3 ,!
•.IH2I3E-B4 .56IU2F-0J

'.9ASB3E.B4

-.13SS3F-BS

.J9B01F-BJ
.23897E.«3 .4«V>4F.*3 . 1 ai>41E-II2 . l

-.95H99E-B4 -.3l7fclF*B3 - . l 1 .I1S92F-B2
-.27923E-B3 -.492P3E-B3 -.223B2E-B3 .SS436F-B2

-.KM7RF-0J - ,
.4B872E.H3 ,1

" 4 ..2O73BE-B1I
,6?7«SF.nj .
S 7 7 -KU . . -,1017SE-r!3 . , :

2 '.633B6E-C3 .I7HP5F-B!

- 3 .IClBbf-BS
-.2S14UF-O4 .2SUS3F-83

.7?33HE-Hi .3S8IWE.B3
•.429AhE>'4 ,6«1BaF-«$

-.B<> -.41AH6F.II2
.12722E.H3 . , '

, I7J71E-HS . ,72J3HE»fl3 - . 1 - . . . . . .
-.bObME'BS -,?61<;«E.H3 -,IIB92E>«« -.6b4SIE*BS

S •.4lbl((>E-B2
i .S3b37E.fl3

i .T9I77C-BJ

.177S2E-M

.79177E-BJ

,717«2E-B3

..306I6F-BS . .I34S2E-B4 .

.7425ME-B? .I7HBIF-BI

. 3«9A9f.B3

.7l742E-f l i .

.31l9IE-«a - .

•'•i -.17371E-03 -.491»5F.«3

12 •.322K7E-B« • .
. 3781SF-BI , '.5R774E-R4 ,244);

"~ "S .67499E-BS
,««5>19E.B4 ..I4HR1F-BU
,3l<iAilE-Ba -.424S4F.B4

.37A40E-O1

. . l f 5 l 6 F . e S

..OD749E.B4

13 .6f.7S7E-Bi| -. iat '3HE-Bl ,S3i?6F>n4 - . 1C7OUF-1'? - .
-,BS8?ftE-«S .«94«6F.«4 .ldS7SF-ni - , i?H3 5f-H? . .

I t -.7S7alE-B<l -.3S«9flF-P3 .757SI.E.K4 -.UIhiqE-RJ - .
-.3a<.l<.E-ftS .6*J*7E-0« -.I2O33ES2 1

•»i -.373SSE-B3

-.I3BA3F.B3 .1

4 -.239A9E-U3

.6UMJE-B1 ..73ISHF.B3

.SBB49E-PI4 . . t
IS , ISS69F.fl • , « , I 7 ? 3 S I S .

.3?114E-*« .4a«ME-K4 -,aS<IISE.«2 .

16 .U<.179E-«S - . -.279?»E-«3 - ,
.7W696F-B4 - ,

4 .I79B6E-CJ
.3777AE.*! - . 1

.2A1SUE-B3 •,!

.7B37aE-«4 -.71723F.B3

. I1B92F-B8 .23A<><iF-B3

.I39IAE.B4 -.437A3F.B3
17 - . -.2331lF.ua - . VU.k2F.B4 . .

67J99E0S -.37SSSE-«3 .
-«4 - .3373IE.B4 .1
' " I .375J6F-B)

•«i>r»iimF-»4 - .«
.7B374E-B4 .I391AE.B4 '.ibB**t-»it

•.93KK4F.B3

4 -.lO9f.9F.B3
.37HOIE.BI . . 9 "

,3U9ir-B«

»9 .1326PF.H3 ,5AB12E-n3 . 3<1»H1F-B1 .SS43f.F-»2 .
- nnL..,.r ... _4 -.B2SS9F-M -.717?3E-M3 -*

.I33IHE-B2

.9377SE-B4 ^12%9BF.B1



APPENDIX D ( c o n t )

M it)JuSlfi

•t* • . KiM'i'f-m

,6»t1*1-1* .

k - .a

7 •,

-.ISJ«*F-»1 '.1

. JU77E-*J .

If •#?ahl,«E»BS .

It - .

»2 - .

15 • l

. /««*«(-!•)

Ftm

,l*ttTF-«l

-.«IM tf.Oa

.l*4*«F»*a

.|«K*tF.*| .,

.!7JS«F-»i -.1
,ft*?U>«l .,<

i •.l«7*t|.««

-,?1ll7f-«J ,T17*IE-H*

• .IS2MF.D1

.Il7h7f»

.II7A7F.K? • • * .11 !*«-»!



APPENDIX D ( c o n t )

16::?«;«::? ::5J"»:K :i;;^:!2 - :«* w ^ s .«???*?-•• .»««-"* .!.,*«-•.• .»*«.«.».
-.1230«E-Bl •.U6S7E-O3 ,44999E-ns - , |

17 .57399E-04 .277SHF.AS -.lh29«E-fl« .«

18 •.3A82SE-B4 -.2I7IIF.B4 .|94«^F-«I4 ..2B#,«9E-«3 .I3S4SE-B3 .429-56E-B4 -.4fc|d7E-tH .5M74F.B4 .71h«»«1E-ll4 7SS71F-M
« .h«.HI6E-04 -,J?7«.7E-«3 ,3hSS«E-83 - . > >5491 E-li 1 ,7b34<»E-ej .i • — ? ' " - '

E-UJ -,S1I7iE-e«

..13289E-,, .77933F.<,S . .7<M«-H5 ..729.E-B45 I l f i '^" 1!- 1 --J?7???-?? - . « • ? • ! - • • .!!«"?!-?? .!?«!!-!!?
•.9S>6«E-ti« •.1»S?9E-«I3 -.22393E-14 .,<!

.281&7E-K4 ..11S^8F-B4 -.BMn-iE-flS ..4?^Sie-<»4 .783BSE-B4 -.I75BSE-B3 -, |9|*SE-B3 -.7l93(,E-d«

2, -.?2h83E-B4 .43S2,F:p ..JJ^.E.BS .2277^-Bs . . „ „ £ „ _ . « « « - ; . . J J J J . . . . ^ .^^F-B. ..4.28SE..4 . .3«««. ?S
3 •99*3-i^MC^™i| Ĉ(

22 ::5S;S:S :S?iS|:S -:^??f:^ .:f3j;?:S : ; K ^ : S -:?S5S:S :"61--*?- •?""??-"* -•"^^^ -.«•»-!?

":5?SSiKS *;!»*^:" -:^"!:- "liliSf? -:?67BK :SKS35 -:f^'?-B? •tw"«-"J -«"«-?* .•?»•«-••
2 *>2If«"25 'S!!??1!'84 • 2 2 7 7 2 E- a5 -.4B351E-B4 ,4S63BE-§4 .5fc5«2E-B4 .IB2S2E-B4 -.<

,4B316E.BS :•£!!!:£ ••J?7?3!-?"' -•>!'«!-?? -.J^TTSE-BS . . I 2 5 4 « . B 3 :26«7E.<I3 .'.Silih-** .:9Sl*4E.t4 .3667«-t3
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APPENDIX E

SAMPLE INPUT FOR SENSITIVITY CALCULATION

SENSITIVITY ANALYSIS. Hi-GP NEUTRON TRANSPORT IN man SPHERE ALVIN
2 I 0 0 AlVTN
1 b SENS I

DATA FUR SENSITIVITY ANALYSIS CASE ONE OF ONF SENSI
2 I 0 0 I * s E N 8 i

B 71 SEN4I
.011411 E*R0 SCNSS

2 7« « l » 17 b *E9FLX
CROSFC

APPENDIX F

SAMPLE OUTPUT FOR SENSITIVITY CALCULATION

SFNSIT)v:?Y *N* IYS1S, i l l -ftp NEUTRON TRANSPORT IN I H O N SPHERE

KSENS KAOJST HI NJ

? x 0 a

DATA FOR SENSITIVITY ANALYSIS CASE ONE OF ONF

NVR NXR K6E0N NN NSAVE KT1MS NT KTVPE
t 6 ? I 0 0 I H

IMHlN(lR),I*HAX(IR),IRct,NR

« 73

0FNS{IK) , IH>1,NR

KFLUX NM NG NLH NA NL
? 74 41 0 17 6

(KHClH).THsUNMtt )
INPUT R»DT1 CJ), J H , 7 S

H.

,l6f>000E*(l2 .

.5200O0F+02 .
.S90000F+02 .

,7000H0F+02 .

(OCOSA(TA),TAsl,NA)
COSlNE(n,7xl,17)

IQWTSA(U),TA*|,NA)

(t. .270771F-H1 .367969E-01 .4H?441E-0| .
.A28440E-R1 .907613E-H1 . 14aS?6F.*<!0 . 1aa5?6E*B0 .08761 3E-01
.523245E-01 ,45a2MF-ni ,a3?4«iF-01 .167965F-01 .270771E-01

31



APPENDIX F (cont)

INPUT R A U U ( J ) , J « | , 7 S

.t7ftBBBE*02 .

.390B00E«»2 .400aaaE*02
.O700(I0F»02 ,'

.5>>f!il00E«R2

C0SlNt(D.l*l,l7)
C1SINFS NULT BY - ] . IN HE"Ft* FUR AUJUTNT FLU* FXP*NS10N

.I00000E»<II
. 13344, £t00», >11446F««0»,39I |94f •00-.

4 E 3

(OHTS*(I*),IAH,NA)
HH&MT(I1,IU»I?
0. .27077IF-0!

-01

NLCX

P* FE OF Ptf-PA,41GP CROSS SECTIONS AOJ TO tXP V*L AFTFH CHANbF IN CRANGf
P| FE OF PB«PA,«1GP CROSS SECTIONS AOJ TO IXP VAL AFTEH CHANGE IN CRANGE
P2 FE OF PB-P8.8JGP CROSS SECTIONS AOJ TO EXP VAL AFTER CHANGE IN CHANGE
P3 Fh UF Pa-PA,4IGP CROSS SECTIONS AOJ TO EXP VAL AFTEH CHANGE IN CHANGE
P4 Ft OF P0«PA,4|GP CROSS SECTIONS AOJ TO EXP VAL AFTFH CHANGE IN CRANtiE
PS Ft OF P0»PA,4|GP CROSS SECTIONS AOJ TO EXP VAL AFTER CHANGF IN CRAWiE
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APPENDIX F (cone)

SENSITIVITT PROFILE

[iftOIJP

1
2
?
4

6
7
(1
9

10
11
12
13
14
IS
16
17
IB
19
20

il
23
24

2 6
27
2S
29
10
\\
12

14
35
Xh

37

19
4H
41

sewsrrmnr

a.
0 .
0 .
0 .
0.
0 .
0 .

"J,025flSE»0?
"7 I6519F-W3
•«.2667Hf»J'J
- l .757HF.»3
-I.B3075F-0J
•1•1049^F«03
- I . ISJIt'E-fl?
"la 1551JE"C4
•9.7?t?BF»H4
-2.1657»c-0S
-I.46277E-K3

»3l««02bE>03
-9.26679F-0J
•3.24S02E>D2

-9.260S2E-03
-2.59525E-.fl?
-3.2I0I5F-B3
-1.9961H5F-03
-4.042A9E-04
» J.99fl(l5E-ca
-t.e350»Eo04

•1IS3271E-04
-I.3S074E-O4

-7I3S7S4E-05
-4.06675E-05

-«.*992«7E-A6
•I.19203E-06
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